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Collecting NICHOLSON / CHELOR
by David V. Englund
and I can't remember the third one. I took them home and
s long as I can remember I've been a collector.
looked at them for a couple of
Somewhere between
months and every time they
toddler and prelooked better to me. This got
schooler I collected pretty
megomg.
rocks. In grade school it was
ollecting in Seattle was
marbles, the secret being to
not great. I frequented
come home each day from
small antique shops,
school with more marbles than
junk stores, second-hand shops,
you started out with. When
even pawn shops, never using
my mother gave me the stamps
the
word "antique". I would
she had collected as a girl, I
ask, "Do you have any old-time
became a stamp collector.
woodworking tools?" When
Paper route money helped
several dealers replied, "Oh, we
finance weekly trips into
save all the old tools for Mr.
downtown to visit the larger
Marmont," I realized I was
stamp shops, but it wasn't until
going to have to meet this man.
about 1968, after I had
So I called and told him I had
graduated from college and
recently started collecting tools
married, that I ventured into
the lower level of the Pike
and got myself invited to his
house. That was one of the
Place Public Market one
memorable days of my life; I
Saturday morning. This was
had never expected to see a
my first-time visit to a hole-inthe-wall antique shop run by a
twenty-year collection of
superb-quality, woodworking
couple of industrial arts
teachers I knew. They had a
tools. Paul was by far the
few old-time tools and I
earliest tool collector in the
bought three of them: a brass
Pacific Northwest and he had a
backed saw, a small wooden
great
eye.
An early immigrant's chest dated 1776
(continued
on page 4)
plane with a curved bottom,
filled with Nicholson and Chelor molding planes.
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11i+ DUES REMINDER ~
Don't forget to renew membership in CRAFTS and to continue receiving The
TOOLSHED. If the number on VOii' maihng label (upper right corner) is 9S
(meaning expiration In June 199S), it is time to send VOii' $12 dues to
Trewer Helen Whelan, 38 Colonv Court, Mtrrav Hill, NJ 07974 (check
payable to Crafts of New Jersev).

June 4 - CRAFTS Meeting
High Bridge, NJ, Masonic Lodge
The Cabriole Leg and Bombe Chest
Program by Dominic Micalizzi (see page 2)
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Speaker's Profile
Dominic Micalizzi

Collectors of Rare and Familiar Tools Society
of New Jersey
President . . . .. . . JOHN M. WHELAN, Murray Hill
Vice President ...... JOSEPH G. HAUCK, Lebanon
Secretary ...... . BARBARA FARNHAM, Stockton
Treasurer . . . . . . . . HELEN WHELAN, Murray Hill
1he purpose of CRAFTS of New Jersey is to encourage

interest in early trades and industries, and in the
identification, study, preservation and exhibition of tools
and implements used and made in New Jersey as an
integral part of our heritage.
Membership in CRAFTS is open to anyone who shares
the above interests. Annual dues per person or couple
are twelve dollars for the membership year of July 1
through June 30. Membership fees may be sent to the
Treasurer: Helen Whelan, 38 Colony Court, Murray
Hill, NJ 07974.
CRAFTS of NJ meets at the HOST Masonic Lodge,
High Bridge. Take I-78 to Route 31 exit at Clinton. Go
north on Rte. 31 two miles to second traffic light at the
High Bridge exit Tum right and go about half a mile to
Dennis Ave. Tum left, then straight to the Masonic
Lodge (on the left). Tailgate sales in the parking lot
begin at 1 P.M.; meeting starts at 2 P.M.

On June 4, Dominic Micalizzi will present a program
on the design and making of cabriole legs and bombe case
furniture. This space is usually reserved for a profile of
our speaker, but Dominic has been profiled so often that,
with his permission, some background on his topic
replaces a personal profile.
The cabriole leg came to England from the Continent
about 1700 and to America shortly after. It was prominent
on Queen Anne furniture which featured curved design and
its use continued through the Chippendale period. When
viewed from front or side the leg curves in two directions
involving both cyma and reverse cyma curves, thus its
classical origin It terminates with a foot, usually a pad, or
Dutch, foot on Queen Anne furniture or a ball and claw
foot on Chippendale furniture. Other types of feet were
used such as snake, camel, drake, etc. British artist
William Hogarth (1697- 1764) designated one
configuration of the double cyma curve as "the line of
beauty" and it is this shape that we find on the great
examples of Queen Anne and Chippendale furniture. These
examples will have a square edge at the knee and taper to
a circle just above the foot. Cabriole legs are found on
tables, chairs, highboys, and lowboys, and in a shorter
version, sometimes called "bandy", on desks, secretaries,
and chests.

The TOOL SHED
Published five times a year for members of CRAFTS of
New Jersey. Editor: Stuart Shippey, 251 Hillside Ave.,
Chatham, NJ 07928-1732. Managing Editor: Hank
Allen, 524 Harristown Rd, Glen Rock, NJ 07452.
Articles, especially about early tools and trades, are encouraged and may be sent to the editors. Please send
legible hand-written or typed text, or a PC disk with
asci~ Word Perfect®, MS-Word® file, or send it by
FAXto201301-9781 or201635-7939(talkfirst).

C CRAFTS of New Jersey 1995

CRAFfS Calendar of Events

»>+

June

- CRAFTS membership dues renewal

June 4 - CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, N.J.
June 30 - Too/Shed and free ad deadline
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Queen Anne lowboy with cabriole legs

Bombe furniture originated in France in the early 18th
century in the reign of Louis XIV. It later spread to
Holland and to a limited degree to England and America.
continued on page 7

PRESIDEN1,'S
CORNER
It is with deep regret that we report the passing last
month of Robert Zari ch. Bob, a member of CRAFTS
since 1981, had assembled a remarkable collection of
tools, emphasizing Philadelphia planes. Prior to his
recent move to Florida he had arranged to allow these
to remain in the area, and they now gladden many new
owners.
As you will note from the article and the prices
realized list in this issue, our auction set ? new record
for us. (If you need an auction list to translate the price
list, send $1 & a LSASE to our Treasurer.) Joe Hauck
has thanked others in this issue, but he, too, deserves
our thanks for outstanding service.

Moot

yo,., 1Joalo,9

The purpose of this column is NOT to
evaluate dealers, but simply to present
useful and interesting information about
sources of tools.

Tom Witte is one of the big names in the
tool world, having been involved in selling
tools since 1976. He is to be found at most
major tool dealer sales, his table loaded with
fascinating specimens. I recall one display of
his at a New England auction-dealer sale years
ago which contained more different IBtimatum
type braces than I thought existed in the world!
His is one of the largest mail order operations in our field, his catalog listing a variety of
tools to tempt your taste, whatever it is. In
recent years this has been complemented with
tool auctions in the Midwest, most recently
April 1 in Indianapolis with another coming
October 8. The combination of an auction and
a dealer sale is a great way to see a lot of fine
tools, and is becoming a popular way to move
items from one collection to another. He has
provided a major source for the Midwest
collectors. In addition he welcomes absentee
bids, and his catalogs provide the information
needed for making these.

Early English planes are beginning to surface in
greater numbers in the David Stanley auctions. At his
March 25 sale, a groover by the nebulous John DAVENPORT, documented in 1680, was stolen for $685.
A "GRANFVRDEUS" round (Thomas Granford
1687-1713) without a legible name brought only $865.
A Granford apprentice of 1692, NAT GAMBLE, made
a bead sometime between 1705-1730 which sold for
$1060.
The round by the elusive RICHARD
ELSMORE (-1713-15) which was pictured in BP II
brought $2120. Prices of other early eighteenth
century planes include a BURMAN ($1305), a
SAXBY ($1020), and a WOODING ($685) (Prices
rounded after conversion from pounds). We're glad to
welcome David as our newest overseas member.

Tom's quiet and unassuming manner conceals a comprehensive acquaintance with tools.
He doesn't flash this, so you'll have to ask him
questions to tap it.

The Museum of Early Trades and Crafts in
Madison, NJ is featuring an exhibit of New Jersey
tools, put together by CRAFTSman Malcolm Dick.

Easterners may be spotted by the fact that
they pronounce his name with one syllable.
Those in the know use two.

Welcome new members: Lloyd & Helen Buzzell,
Stillwater, ME; Espen & Anna Christensen, Portland,
ME; Doug & Donna Connety, Shamong; Jim Cunnion,
Stayton, OR; Duke Hemmer, Bedminster; Bill Kessler,
Galloway, OH; Thomas Kresky, Westwood; Patrick
Leach, Ashby, MA; Alan Mitchell, Dorking, Surrey,
UK; Bruce Piatkowsky, Edison; John Rymon,
Washington; David Stanley, Lough-borough, Leics.,
UK; Ron & Kitty Bell Walter, Hilltown, PA; and
Walter Worden, Pompton Plains.

Jack Whelan
Tom Witte
P.O. Box 399
Front St. West
Mattawan, MI 49071-0399
Phone (616) 668-4161
Fax (616) 668-5363
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Collecting Nicholson/Chelor continued
by David V. Englund

We became fast friends and I visited him often, learning
about the wonderful tools that could be collected. Paul
belonged to the Early American Industries Association and
got me involved so that I learned about mail-order-dealer
catalogs and the booksales program. In those days
information about tools was scarce and the book Ancient
Carpenters Tools by Henry Mercer was the only one I had.
Somehow I came into contact with Kendall Bassett
and we discussed starting up a local tool club. Kendall
had a list of about ten names of interested people and I had
a list of another ten, so we put them together and held the
first meeting. Bassett was elected president the first term
and I was elected the second term. One of the Pacific
Northwest Tool Collectors fund raising projects was to
publish Tools from Pacific Northwest Collections and
Paul. Marmont was the driving force behind its success.
The first printing sold ·out as did much of the second
leaving PNTC with a healthy treasury. That did a lot to
get the club off to a good start back in the early 1970s.

The F · Nicholson YB crown molder that held briefly
the American record for a tool at auction .

One of the best ways to get quality woodworking tools
in those years was to buy through the catalogs of mail
order dealers like Vern Ward of Iron Horse Antiques
(starting about 1971), Roy Arnold and Philip Walker in
Needham Market, England (started 1974), Jack Clouser of
Ye Olde Tool Shed (starting mid-1970s) and Don and
Anne Wmg of the Mechanick's Workbench (started 1977),
who introduced me to the Wrentham, Massachusetts area
planemakers. In a 1979 Mechanick's Workbench catalog
a rebuilt F.Nicholson was $85, in 1981 a narrow
F.Nicholson was $650, and in 1982 an I.Nicholson was
$375. It was possible to fmd some nice English imported
tools in Vancouver, British Columbia, and a couple of
Seattle antique dealers were starting to import
woodworking tools from the Continent. PNTC sales and
auctions were another source of tools. Ocasionally I placed
ads in the Seattle newspapers offering to buy old-time tool
chests, and a couple of times I was able to fmd chests that
4
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still had their original contents. However some years went
by before I could attend my first East Coast tool auction
in Brattleboro, Vermont. Jack Bittner's 1980 auction was
unlike anything I had ever seen, I was so excited I took
pictures of table after table lined with great tools. It was
also where I first met Jack Kebabian and he told me I
should attend the EAIA meeting being held at Salem,
Massachusetts and the Saugus Iron Works. Jack helped
me see the right people to register and a short time later I
was attending my first EAIA meeting in Fall 1980. Don
and Anne Wmg helped mentor me as a newcomer and
wherever they went, I went - even to the rare book room of
the Essex Institute where they wanted to do some research
on early toolmakers. To put it mildly I was feeling out of
place, but I had no idea what was in store for my collecting
future.
When I made a trade with Paul Marmont to acquire an
18th century wooden bitstock and five blacksmith-made
bits fitted into wooden pads, I began to fancy myself as a
collector of primitive wooden braces. As I continued
attending auctions on the East Coast I became a serious
bidder until I had a tool chest full of wooden braces. I was
convinced that bitstocks were the thing to collect, that is
until I met Emil Pollak. It happened at the EAIA 1982
spring meeting at Shelburne, Vermont. Emil and I were
sitting on the wide interior stairs of the landlocked paddlewheeler Ticonderoga on the Shelburne museum grounds,
and we got into a discussion about collecting primitive
bitstocks vs. 18th century planes with makers' marks on
them. I haven't lost a lot of arguments in my lifetime, but
Emil convinced me of the importance of having the
maker's imprint on the tool and it changed my outlook on
collecting ever since. From that time, we have watched
moulding planes with the maker's mark sell at auction for
as high as $9,000 while unmarked moulding planes of the
same vintage sell for around $75.
I'm not sure how much tool collectors appreciate the
research Jack Kebabian published in The Chronicle back
in 1970-72 on Nicholson/Chelor. He traced the
acquisition of several early planes of known origin to his
finding of the planemakers F.Nicholson, C.E. Chelor and
I.Nicholson (son of Francis) in the Wrentham vital
records. Kebabian's documentation of Francis Nicholson
(who turned out to be America's first planemaker) has
spurred a surge of research from tool collectors all over
the country. It's hard to believe that before 1970 most of
us did not know how to tell an 18th century plane from a
19th century one. In Seattle, Paul Marmont and I used to
discuss this and we surmised that the early planes were the
ones with the scalloped border around the name. How
wrong we were!
I purchased my first 18th century moulding plane
from the Wmgs, suffering over the decision to spend

approximately $100. At later dealer sales I bought great
planes from Dan Comerford, whose business was named
The King of Tools. I had the feeling dealers were sizing
me up as the "king of fools" as I started seriously buying
the Wrentham-area toolmakers' planes. At a later sale
Roger Smith, longtime Massachusetts dealer, had a pair of
Nicholson/Chelor planes on his table, but they both had
replaced wedges. I asked him if he didn't have any in
better condition and to my surprise Roger pulled out a
mint pair from under his table. "One thousand dollars
each and you can't just buy one," he announced. About
then I began to sweat blood. I asked him for a few
minutes to make up my mind and practically ran over to
Anne Wing asking her for advice. She told me that if I
didn't buy them, she was going to, so I did it. Since
Francis Nicholson is America's first documented
planemaker and Cesar Chelor was his freed slave turned
planemaker, I decided to concentrate on putting together
the largest possible collection of these makers. This
required making myself known as a collector who was
willing to pay good prices for Nicholson/Chelor planes so
that the dealers would save their finds for me. Many of
the prices rve paid for the exceptional pieces seemed high
at the time, but they would be a bargain today. Instead of
buying a bargain, my collecting criteria is that it has to be
a bargain of the future. For several years during the late
1980s I would return home each time from the major
dealer sale/auctions with eight or ten Nicholson/Chelor
planes. Prices were determined by condition but were
going in those years from $800 to $1,200 for average
moulding planes. By the early 1990s, prices jumped
another $500 for average planes and the exceptional ones
were selling as high as $3,000.

An F .Nicholson panel raiser. Its wedge and handle
are birch, but its body is uniquely beech.

Jack Kebabian's 1985 auction was memorable for its
numerous Nicholson/Chelor and other early New England
planes offered for sale. The night before I had picked four
fine planes out of the auction catalog, hoping to get two of
them in the bidding. However, during the auction
something inside of me snapped and I bought nine items
for a total of $11,000. Afterwards I told Emil Pollak that
I had gone crazy, but he assured me I had done the right
thing. Of course Emil was right, he's always right! As

prices kept rising, better quality Nicholson/Chelor planes
started coming out of attics, or wherever, and prices
continued rising even more. Eventually I had to start
turning down the below average condition planes, as my
collection was looking like it had been laying out on the
freeway. Now I concentrate on the handled planes or the
moulding planes in above average condition. The 1994
Bud Brown auction last fall featured the exceptional
collection of Dr. Barnet Delson and the record-shattering
prices for Nicholson/Chelor were reported in the February
1995 Too/Shed.
It's difficult to maintain long-term interest in a
collection unless your knowledge about it continues
growing. Early on, the Wmgs' catalogs featured articles
on their research of the various early Wrentham-area
planemakers, but it wasn't until I got to know them and
accepted their invitation to stay at their home that I found
myself along on their research fieldtrips. We visited
Francis Nicholson's headstone at the Wrentham cemetery,
located Nicholson's property from old property deeds and
early maps, and read early manuscripts such as wills or
estate inventories. They got me interested in reading early
town histories and now I've acquired for my library 60+
books about towns between Boston and Providence,
Rhode Island. These local histories, boring to many
people, fascinate me. The artifacts themselves take on
new meaning as you read and reread these books until
family names begin to stick out and you recognize the
early townspeople moving or branching out. Francis
Nicholson lived in Rehoboth before moving to Wrentham,
but from the books we have learned that his area of
Rehoboth is now Rumford, Rhode Island. Early town and
state lines have changed over the years. While the early
Newman Con- ·
gregational
Church
that ·
Francis Nicholson helped build
is now gone, the
present Newman
Church is still
much in use. It fl
is a delightful
large wooden
structure about
sixty feet from
the
meeting ~
house site of
Nicholson's day.
continued on
page 7
David Englund in front of
his paneled tool wall.
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British Tools - Part 2
by Peter Habicht
y ~~ middle to late 1800s there were hundreds of
Bntish toolmakers. Many of them specialized in
one type of tool such as braces or rulers or saws.
Others were more general. Probably the most well-known,
specialized toolmaker, other than a planemaker, was John
Rabone the rulemaker. The business of John Rabone &
~ons is claimed to have been established in Birmingham
m 1784. However, the records are not clear and it is
known that there were several Rabones working in various
rulemaking businesses during the late 1700s. The earliest
listed Rabone rulemaker was Michael Rabone in 1800.
Other Rabones are: Richard, listed as a bucklemaker in
1767; and Joseph, listed as a toymaker in 1777. Michael
was again listed as a rulemaker in 1803. After Michael's
death his wife continued the business as Elizabeth Rabone
& Son. The son is believed to be John who started his
own business in 1825. Maybe the "Established in 1784"
is a bit exaggerated, but it was in the family. John Rabone
& Sons continued to 1964 when they merged with James
Chesterman, a measuring tape manufacturer. Chesterman's business was started in 1837 and is famous for the
spring tape measure. Rabone-Chesterman continues today
as a rule and measuring tape manufacturing company.
The better-known manufacturers who offered a more
general line of tools include William Marples & Sons,
Edward Preston & Sons and Alex Mathieson & Sons.
William Marples claims to have been established in
Sheffield in 1828, but again this may be a bit exaggerated.
Born on 21 March 1809, he would have been only 19 in
1828. The Cutlers Company who controlled the joiners'
toolmakers had very strict rules at that time and would not
permit a craftsman to form his own company until he
reached the age of 21. It is likely that after William
Marples had become established around 1840, he
pre-dated the establishment of his company a couple of
years to get even with one of his greatest rivals, Robert
Marples, who founded his business in 1828. There is no
_known relationship between William Marples and Robert
Marples. William Marples manufactured all kinds of tools
including garden, metalworking, woodworking, kitchen,
leather, slater, mason, farming and even ice skates;
however, he is most famous for his patented, metal-framed
or Ultimatum Brace. William Marples did not invent the
brace himsel( rather he bought the patent rights from John
Cartwright around 1850. John Cartwright had been
granted a patent for his design of a metal-framed brace at
the end of 1848, but for some reason, maybe financial,
was unable to put his invention into production. William
Marples & Sons was acquired by Record Ridgeway Tools
Limited in the 1960s and continues to manufacture and

B
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market high-quality tools under the Marples' name.
Edward Preston & Sons manufactured an extensive
range of tools as well as being granted many patents.
Unlike most other tool manufacturers, Preston's business
was located in Birmingham rather than Sheffield. This is
probably because Preston started as a planemaker in 1825,
and Birmingham was more well-known for planes than
Sheffield. During the second half of the 1800s Preston
became a recognized manufacturer of levels, squares,
plumb bobs, trammel points, and most importantly,
boxwood and ivory rules. Preston's business was innovative. He developed a number of patented shoulder, rabbet,
and bullnose planes and shaves. He also manufactured a
series of metal bench planes to compete with those being
made by Stanley in America. Unfortunately, by the time
these became popular in Britain in the 1930s, it was too
late and Edward Preston & Sons became a victim of the
depression, poor management, and the fierce competition
from American-made tools. In 1932 Rabone acquired
Preston's rule business and C.J. Hampton of Sheffield
(Record Planes) acquired the plane business. Three
Preston patents for shoulder, bullnose, and three-in-one
planes provide the basis for planes still being made today
under the Record trademark.
There are a great many other famous English
toolmakers who are beyond the scope of this article. The
largest and most famous Scottish toolmaker was Alex
Mathieson & Sons. Mathieson was probably the most
prolific, wooden planemaker in all of Britain. Mathieson
and other Scottish planemakers, unlike English
planemakers, often used two, three or even four irons in
molding planes and also made a wider offering of plow
planes and sash filletsters. Although wooden and metal
planes were the specialty, Mathieson also produced a
variety of tools including those for coopering and
shipbuilding. The design and quality of Mathieson tools
are second to none. Alex Mathieson started his business

in Glasgow in 1822. His son, Thomas, expanded the
business by setting up manufacturing facilities in
Edinburgh and Dundee in 1856 (later in Aberdeen and
Liverpool). As the demand for wooden planes declined
through the 1940s, Mathieson was acquired by Record
Ridgeway around 1960 and the operation moved to
Sheffield.
A great deal has been written about British tools by
both American and British writers. I hope I have been
able to tease you with a little about British tools and that
you will want to read more and perhaps acquire a few
tools. To help, below is a list of some books and reprints
to enlighten you. In addition, I've listed some of the
British dealers you may want to contact or even visit.
Reference material:
This is a list of some of the more well-known British books
and catalogs. Unfortunately, some are out of print, but can be
found at tool meetings, swaps or auctions, or even borrowed
from a friend or from the EAIA library.
. British Planemakers from 1700, by W.L. Goodman, 3rd edition
revised by J.& M. Rees
The Ultimate Brace, by Reg Eaton
Some 19th Centmy English Woodworking Tools, K. D. Roberts
Woodworking Tools, by Christopher Proudfoot & Philip Walker
The Wooden Plane: Its History, Form, and Function, by John M.
_Whelan
Key to Various Manufactories of Sheffield, by Joseph Smith,
reprint by EAIA
Dictionary of Tools Used in the Woodworking and Allied
Trades,by RA. Salaman
John Rabone & Sons 1892 Catalog of Rules & Tapes, reprint by
The Astragal Press
The Preston 1909 Catalog, reprint by The Astragal Press
Wm Marples & Sons 1909 Price List, rep. by M-WTCA/EAIA
E. Preston & Sons Ltd. 190 l List of Rules & Spirit Levels,
reprint by Kenneth D. Roberts
Woodworking Tools of Alex Mathieson & Sons, 1899, reprint
by Kenneth D. Roberts

British Dealers & Auctioneers:
Tony Murland, 78 High St, Needham Market, Suffolk I P6 8AW
David Stanley, Stordon Grange, Osgathorpe, Leicestershire,
LE12 9SR
Dermot & Cynthia Roche, 27 Canonbie Road, Forest Hill,
London, SE23 3AW
(You1l find them Friday AM at the famous London Bermondsly
Market and Saturday AM at the Portbello Road Market)
Charles Stirling's British Tool Design, 14 Perry Road Bristol,
BS l SBG. (Charles came from California to attend Bristol
University and liked it so much he stayed)
Roy Arnold, 77 High St., Needham Market, Ipswich, IP6 8AN
Reg Eaton, 35 High Street, Heacham, Norfolk, PE3 l 7DB

Tool Organizations:
The Tool & Trades History Society, 60 Swanley Lane, Swanley,
Kent, BR8 7Rg

Speaker's Profile continued
Bombe is
from the French ·
meaning "like a
bomb" which
was intended to .
describe
the
swelling
or
convexity of the
base on case
furniture .
Wallace Nutting
called the form
"kettle base."
American
cabinetmakers
Bombe-form chest of drawers
were well-known for block front, serpentine and oxbow
fronts on case furniture, but it was the bombe form with
its swelled or convex base that created their greatest
challenge. True bombe case furniture had this swelling on
the sides and the front, and in the best examples the ends
of the drawers were curved to match the swelling on the
sides. A very few accepted the challenge of a bombe case
with serpentine front. In America bombe pieces were
unique to the cabinetmakers of Boston and Salem,
although a few examples with bombe sides only were
made in Connecticut. The first bombe contour in America
is reported to be the pulpit in the Ipswich Massachusetts
meetinghouse which dates to around 1749. It's interesting
that the great cabinetmakers of Newport and Philadelphia
apparently did not attempt bombe pieces.
Hank Allen

Collecting NICHOLSON / CHELOR continued

Collecting Nicholson/Chelor is like speaking a special
language. I call it Nicholsonese. It's a language not
spoken by many, but those who understand it are an
interesting bunch. They attend meetings of historical
societies and scour libraries and courthouses. They
organize their research, publish, exhibit their collections,
speak at symposiums, discuss their interests with anyone
willing to listen, and complain about not having enough
time to do the research they want to be doing. It's show
and tell time when they get together; and yes, like myself,
they were born to collect!
David Englund is well known for his quest for
Nicholson and Chelor planes. He has a Master's
degree in industrial education from San Jose
University. A lifetime resident of Seattle, he runs his
own business as a real estate investor there. David is
a new member of CRAFTS.
Ed.
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Hardware Trade Catalogs
by Roger K. Smith
his will not be the definitive study on Hardware or
Jobber's catalogs because without any doubt there are
scores of other important editions on library, museum,
or collectors shelves. However we must start with what we are
aware of. Hopefully it will "shake the bushes" and other
readers of The Tool Shed will send in descriptions of
important catalogs they have. Even one new title from a
collector will contribute towards the whole so we can do a
follow-up article in a future Tool Shed.
To avoid any confusion we are devoting this study to the
Hardware or Jobbers catalog. The hardware or jobbers
catalog contained many items by many different
manufacturers. The manufacturers catalog devoted their pages
to products of their own manufacture. A few exceptions noted
Sargent & Co. of New Haven, CT sometimes offered iron
planes manufactured by Leonard Bailey, wood planes and rules
by H. Chapin, Millers Falls tools and others; and Stanley Rule
& Level Co. 1870 catalog offered machinist tools
manufactured by Darling, Brown & Sharpe of Providence, R.I.
(Note: Although the spelling of catalogue was prevalent
before 1910, it was used interchangeably with catalog by
different dealers and manufacturers after that date. To be
consistent we will spell it catalog throughout this article.)

T

are:

History of the Hardware or Jobbers Catalog
ost early advertising was through single sheet
broadsides or small non-illustrated newspaper ads.
The first real trade catalog was a catalog of books
issued by Benjamin Franklin of Philadelphia in 1744. He
obviously was much more optimistic than most dealers today
because he announced that the "books remaining after three
weeks would be advanced in price!" In the same year he
distributed a pamphlet advertising his stoves. This was one of
the first catalogs for manufactured products.
In 1800 Samuel Broome of New York City issued a
catalog of hardware in broadside form offering Barlow knives,
pen knives, other cutlery, H & L hinges, flatware, horsewhips,
razors, scissors, buckles and even watches. William H. Carr's
1838 catalog of American Manufactured Hardware included
just about everything needed at that date, i.e. adze, blacksmith
bellows, cutlery, hollowware, hoes, kettles, locks, rifles, soaps,
tomahawks, vises, etc. The goods are listed with 59
manufacturers. We only know the addresses of 12 of these
today. Unfortunately Carr did not include illustrations.
The 1859 Catalog by Joseph H. Adams, ofN.Y.C., was
very similar in content to Carr's, but it is the first known
catalog to have illustrations of the offerings.
After the Civil War, there was a tremendous growth in the

M
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population and building in the East. "Yankee ingenuity" took
off, and the manufacture of goods flourished. The need for
distribution of these goods led to the establishment of large
hardware houses in the East and the growth of those already
established, such as Hammacher, Schlemmer & Co. The
rebuilding of the South and expansion in the West caused a
great demand for tools and hardware and helped create even
larger hardware houses in the Mid-West such as Hibbard,
Spencer & Bartlett in Chicago and E.C. Simmons (KeenKutter
Brand) and Shapleigh Hardware (Diamond Edge Brand) in St.
Louis. In his book, Forty Years of Hardware, Saunders
Norvell states that at the age of25 he was earning $10,000 per
year, a princely sum at the time, as a traveling salesman for the
E.C. Simmons Co. in Colorado around 1885. In 1892, Norvell
became a sales manager for E.C. Simmons in St. Louis, and in
190 l purchased an interest in Simmons rival, Shapleigh
Hardware, and became president.
The best definition of the relationship between jobbers and
manufacturers was described in 1920 by William H. Graham
of the John H. Graham Hardware Co., N.Y.C. "The method of
handling the business is and always has been exclusively as the
factories' sales department or salesmen, conveying to the
customer the ideas of the manufacturers, and to the
manufacturers the ideas and wishes of the customer, exactly as
a salesman traveling direct from the factory, and carrying on
the business in all respects, the same as the manufacturers
would carry it on if John H. Graham & Company were not a
separate organization."
The catalog was the "backbone" for these firms. A great
deal of time and expense went into many of them. For the
1914 No. 500 Hammacher, Schlemmer Co. Catalog, it took
three men four years to assemble. It had 1200 pages. When
Saunders Norvell and his partners acquired the Shapleigh
Hardware Co. in 1901 it
became
the
NorvellShapleigh Hardware Co., and
they appropriated $50,000
for their new catalog. With
this much time and expense
put into these catalogs the
dealers intended for them to
last a few years.
Inflation was not as
prevalent at that time, and
prices did not change year to
year. That is the reason
many catalogs were not
dated. The jobber did not
want customers to look at the
Roger at CRAFTS auction

date and assume the catalog was obsolete. This applied to
some manufacturer's catalogs also. Some hardware firms and
manufacturers used a code to identify their catalog. In some
cases it was by year, i.e. Catalog No. 27 was their 1927
catalog, etc. However, this is only one clue in dating undated
catalogs. In past years this writer sold several early and rare
undated Starrett catalogs before discovering their number had
nothing to do with the date. It was just the chronological order
of when Starrett issued a new catalog. Some examples are No.
13 (1895), No. 17. (1905), No. 19 (1910) and No. 22 (1919).
We have included a brief history of the Hammacher,
Schlemmer Co. because it was the largest hardware jobber in
the East and its tools and catalogs are of great interest to many
tool collectors today (see box). It would be a challenge for
someone to compile a list of all the numbered Hammacher,
Schlemmer & Co. catalogs and date them. The several listed
here should give anyone interested a good start.
The list of catalogs [Too/Shed insert] represents original
editions of important hardware or jobbers catalogs that we
have recorded in the past twenty-three years. They are all in
private collections. Time and expense does not allow us
checking with all the owners at this time. If you have a special
interest in a certain catalog or its contents send a long S.A.S.E.
and we will attempt to obtain the information you require.
The list on page 10 represents reprints of all of the
hardware or jobbers catalogs that we are aware of. Most are
now "out-of-print", but most are available for study or possible
loan from the Spruance Library at Doylestown, PA. for
members of the Early American Industries Association. Many
of these are offered at different antique tool auctions or from
tool dealers during the year.
Suggested Reading

Aber, R James. "Country's Largest Tool Store at the Turn of
the Century." (Hammacher, Schlemmer & Co.)" The
Chronicle ofThe Early American Industries, Sept. 1971,
pp. 34-36.
Aber, Regina and R James. "John H. Graham & Co., Inc.
Manufacturer's Agent for Tools & Hardware.
Founded 1870."
The Chronicle of the Early
American Industries, Dec. 1972, pp. 55-57.
The Great American Hardware Story. Hardware Age
(Centennial Issue), Vol. 212, No. 7, July 1975. (Pub.
Chilton Co. Chilton Way, Radnor, PA 19089)
Grismer, Jerome T. and Clyde H. Kendrick. American
Embossed Axes: A Photographic Guide. Published by
authors, Columbia, MO, April 1985. Important
information for identification of trademarks and history on
scores of hardware houses. (Available from The Astragal
Press.)
continued on page I 0

Brief History of Hammacher, Schlemmer Co.

1848

William Tollner opened a small hardware
business at 221 The Bowery, N.Y.C.
1853 William Schlemmer, I I-year old nephew of
Tollner, arrives in the U.S. He begins work
at his uncle's store.
1859 Schlemmer persuades a wealthy friend,
Alfred Hammacher, to invest $5,000 in the
business. The store moved to larger quarters
at 209 The Bowery, N.Y.C.
1867 William Schlemmer was made a partner in
the finn.
1881 By this date Tollner had died, and the firm
was known as A. Hammacher & Co.
1885 The firm is known as Hammacher,
Schlemmer & Co. Alfred Hammacher, who
never did take an active part in the company,
sells most of his shares to Schlemmer.
1893 William F. Schlemmer, the founder's son,
joins the firm at age 15. He becomes VicePresident in 1898. The firm incorporates in
1893.
1904 The expanded business moves to 4th Avenue
& 13th Street.
1914 Catalog No. 500 containing 1200 pages is
issued.
1917-1918 Hammacher, Schlemmer& Co. becomes
a primary supplier for the U.S. Army during
W.W. I, and later receives a government
citation for services. During this period,
William Schlemmer died after 64 years with
the firm.
1926 A new 12-story building is opened at East
57th Street, their present location. The
demand for tools and hardware, at this
location, does not meet expectations. A new
line of luxury items is added.
1935 By this date the 13th Street store and downtown warehouses are closed.
1955 The hardware department was discontinued
and the firm begins dealing exclusively in
luxury and unusual gift and household items.
1995 Hammacher, Schlemmer & Company is still
in business and distributes catalogs offering
luxury items.
(Source:

R James Aber, E.A.I.A. Chronicle, Sept. 1971.)
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Norvell, Saunders. Forty Years of Hardware. N.Y.C.:
Hardware Age, 1924. (Original or reprint by M-WTCA,
Sept. 1992.)
Romaine, Lawrence B., A Guide to American Trade Catalogs,
1744-1900, 1960. 422 pp., index, soft-cover. (Available
from the E.A.I.A. Book Program.)

T.B. Rayl & Co. Detroit Tool Depot, Detroit, Mich.
Woodworkers Tools, c. 1888. 5 3/8" x 8 3/8", 144 pp., soft-

cover. Illustrates, prices and describes Disston saws, Stanley
& Bailey planes, wood planes, Buck chisels, braces, rules,
Davis & Stratton levels, foot-powered equipment, etc. (Reprint
by E.A.I.A., 1973.)
T.B. Rayl, Detroit, Mich. Woodworkers' Tools. c. 1905. 6"

Reprint Catalogs
Wm. H Carr & Co. Commerce St., Philadelphia. American
Manufactured Hardware, etc., 1838. 5 3/8" x 8 1/4", 32 pp.,

soft-cover.
No illustrations.
59 manufacturers are
represented, of which only 12 have been located. Oldest
known American catalog which would be classified as a
hardware or jobbers catalog. (Reprint E.A.I.A., 1972)
Hyson Tool & Supply Co. St. Louis, MO. Coopers Tools &
Supplies. Annual Catalog No. 52., 1903. 5 3/8" x 8 1/4", 80

pp., soft-cover. Illustrates, prices and describes all sorts of
coopers hand tools. Also keg sprinklers, windlasses, lock
cutters, setting-up forms, barrel heaters, etc. (Reprint by
E.A.I.A., 1980.)
Jackson & Tyler, Baltimore, MD. Tools & Supplies Catalog,

1880. 6" x 9", 112 pp, soft-cover. For metal working trades.
Illustrates, prices and describes foot-operated lathes · &
accessories, chucks, lathe dogs & clamps, taps & dies, portable
forges, anvils, post drills, vises, boring tools, wrenches, shears,
machinists tools, etc. (Reprint by M-WTCA, 1993.)
Keen Kutter Hardware. E.C. Simmons Co., St. Louis, MO.,
Catalog U, 1930. 8 1/4" x 11 ", 242 pp., soft-cover.

Complete tool section prices, describes and illustrates every
imaginable tool of the period for woodworkers, blacksmiths,
machinists and other mechanics. Includes axes, saws, planes,
spokeshaves, rules, vises, wrenches, etc. (Reprint by MWTCA & Roger K Smith, 1984. Still available, send for list.)
Orr & Lockett Hardware Co. Chicago, Ill. Catalog of
Mechanics Tools, 1898. 8 5/8" x 11", 208 pp., soft-cover.

IDustrates, prices and describes every imaginable hand tool of
the period. Nice large steel engravings. Includes iron planes
by Stanley, Siegley, Walker & Chapin, wood planes, handsaws
& equipment, rules, chisels, braces & bits. Exceptional
section on levels by Stanley, Stratton, Davis, Fitchburg, Long's
patent, Wood's patent, Richardson & Cook. Also machinists
tools, foot-operated machinery, drafting tools, etc. (Reprint by
Robin Hood Pub., Berkeley, CA., 1975.)
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x 9", 290 pp., soft-cover. Illustrates,l prices and describes
nearly every tool used by woodworkers at the turn of the
century. Manufacturers represented are Stanley, Yankee,
Millers Falls and Siegley. Included are saws, mitre boxes,
wooden planes, iron planes, coopers' tools, spoke shaves, tool
cabinets, benches, auger bits, auto-drills, braces, chisels, axes,
and foot-operated machinery. (Reprint by Roger K. Smith,
1976. Out of print.)
Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co. New Britain, CT. Illustrated
Catalogue ofAmerican Hardware, 1865.
8 1/2" x 11",

436 pp., soft-cover. Illustrations and descriptions. About 1/3
covers woodworking, blacksmithing, tinsmithing and
agricultural tools and equipment. One of the earliest of this
type trade catalogue. (Reprint by the Association for
Preservation Technology.)
J.B. Shannon. Philadelphia. Carpenters Tools. Catalog No.
7, 1873. 5 3/8" x 8 1/8", 107 pp., soft-cover. Includes

Disston saws, wood planes, Bailey planes, Auburn, N.Y.
metallic planes, chisels, bits rules, Star Tool Co. measuring
tools, etc. (Reprint by William Cavallini, Kingston, Mass., c.
1970.)
Chas. A. Strelinger & Co. Detroit, Mich. Woodworkers
Tools, 1897. 5 1/4" x 7 1/2", 1,000 pp., soft-cover.

Illustrates, prices and describes every imaginable hand tool
available at the time. About 200 pages devoted to
woodworking machines of all types. "The Best." (Reprint by
M-WTCA, Oct. 1979.) (Recently an original copy of this
catalog brought $300 at auction.) It is notable for the editorial
comments on certain tools or general statements. Sample:
"Many of the best mechanics prefer the Wood Bench Planes to
the Iron and combination iron and wood planes, but have been
compelled to use the latter, owing to the poor quality of the
wood bench planes commonly sold. The fact is that the
majority of Wood Plane makers for several years past have
been trying so hard to find out how cheaply they could make
planes, that they have forgotten all about what a good plane
means, and the result is that 90 per cent of the wood planes
sold in the store are almost good for nothing, and the other 10
per cent are but little better. The wood is unseasoned and
spongy, and the irons so poor that they hardly hold an edge
from the oilstone to the work." !
(continued on page 14)

Part of Roger K Smith's Hardware Trade Catalogs article, page 8 of The Tool Shed, No. 87, June 1995, published by CRAFTS of New Jersey

Original Hardware Catalogs
Adams & Nelson Co. Chicago. Supplies for the Patternmaker
Catalogue No. 3, 1920. 5" x 8", 48 pp., soft-cover. Illustrates, prices

and describes all sorts of equipment for patternmakers including power
machinery, pattern letters, leather, wood & wax fillets, dowels, finishing
materials, pinch dogs, rules, brushes, vises, bench trimmers (no planes).
Adams& Nelson Company. Pattemmaker's Hand Tools. Catalog No.
18., c. 1935. 6 1/8" x 9 1/4", 51 pp., soft-cover. Illustrates & describes

all sorts of patternmaking tools, steel rules, shrinkage rules, chisels,
carving tools with their profiles, Stanley bench & block planes, Phelps
(Oakland, CA.) patternmaker planes, routers, spokeshaves, marking
gauges, etc. Bayley core box plane, special spokeshaves, Starrett
machinist tools, hand saws, etc. Highlights are special chisel sets
interchangeable with one handle & similar corner-rounding sets made
especially under the Adams & Nelson brand name ADNEL.

Illustrates, prices & describes foot-operated machinery, machinists
tools, Davis levels, breast drills, vises, wrenches, drafting tools, chisels,
Fowler's speed indicator, etc.
Hammacher, Schlemmer & Co. New York. Tools/or Machinists &
Metal Workers Catalogue No. 115. c. 1900. 5 3/8" x 7 5/8", 295 pp.,

hard cover. Illustrates, prices and describes machinist tools of all sorts,
power hacksaws, milling cutters, monkey wrenches, Boardman's,
Baxter's pat., etc.. hammers, boxwood & ivory rules including the only
known listing for the rare Stanley No. 0 ivory rule. Also tap & die sets
and machinists measuring tools of all kinds.
Hammacher, Schlemmer & Co. New York, c. 1902. 5 112" x 7 5/8",

1147 pp., hardcover. Illustrates, prices and describes thousands of hand
tools for woodworkers, machinists, blacksmiths. Includes planes, saws,
chisels, rules, etc. Includes discount price lists for 1902, 1903 & 1904.

Belcher & Loomis Hardware Co. Providence, R.l. Catalog No. 21,

1921. 6 1/4" x 9 1/4", 1214 pp., hardcover. Automobile parts and
accessories, blacksmiths,jewelers, engravers, painters and farmers tools
and equipment, cutlery, guns, ships hardware and caulking tools.
Bigelow & Dowse Co. Boston & Springfield, MA. General Hardware
Catalogue No. 25. c. 1925. 8" x 11 ", 564 pp., hardcover. Illustrates,
prices & describes all sorts of tools and equipment for carpenters and

other artisans. Includes large section on axes and hatchets, Atha
hammers, Disston & Simonds saws, wrenches, pliers, hand drills &
braces, chisels, nearly the complete line of Stanley tools including their
Four-square line, rules, levels, mason's tools, lawnmowers, agricultural
tools, fancy hardware and locks & keys. Also includes all types of
period household equipment from pots to ice boxes. 18 pages of
Hammer Brand pocket knives.
H. Channon & Co. Chicago. Machinery, Tools & Supplies Catalogue
No. 80. 1916. 6.5/8" x 9", 1152 pp., soft-cover. Illµstrates, prices and

Hammacher, Schlemmer & Co. N.Y.C. Planes Catalogue No. 226.

1904. 5 1/4" x 71/2", 43 pp., soft-cover. Nice steel engravings of tile
complete line of Stanley planes at that date. Also wood planes, Gage
planes, plane irons, etc. Gray corrugated cover with blue print. Printed
several places that their new home after May 1904 would be at 4th
Ave. & 13th St., N.Y.C. Includes a 3-page fold-out illustrating their
new No. 55 Tool Outfit & listing contents.
Hammacher, Schlemmer & Co. New Y_ork. Catalog No. 355., c. 1905.

5 3/4" x 7 3/4", 1147 pp., hardcover. Nice steel engravings of nearly
every mechanics hand tool available at the time. Includes machinist,
blacksmith, carpenter, coachmaker tools, etc. Shows tile unusual
micrometers by Starrett and Brown & Sharpe, Stanley No. 101 1/2,
wood bench & molding planes, Union X series of planes, iron
coachmaker's planes, Bergman's 'Take-apart' Corner brace, the
'Lancaster' Brace, unusual levels, Stanley & Lufkin Rules, etc.

-

describes just about every tool machine, engine, !tc. available in the
world at the time, including railroad locomotives. "If they kept a
complete inventory in stock it would cover Chicago."

Hammacher, Schlemmer & Co. New York. Tools & Benches for
Carpenters, Schools, Colleges and Home & General Use. Catalogue
No. 374, c. 1905. 5 1/4" x 7 1/2", 195 pp., soft-cover. Emphasis on
tool cabinets & workbenches with large fold-out page illustration of the

Decatur & Hopkins Hardware. Boston, 1926. 8" x 11 ", 538 pp.,

famous Cabinet Outfit No. 100 with all tools. Features early style
Bedrock planes with STANLEY-BEDROCK on lever caps. Nice clear
steel engravings of hundreds of woodworking tools.

hardcover. Sections on axes, saws, Witherby chisels, complete line of
Millers Falls and Stanley tools including their Four-Square tools, also
tools for masons, plumbers, mechanics and farn1ers, locks, hardware of
all sorts, kitchenware, paints, fishing tackle, guns and ammo, sports
-equipment, toys, cutlery, clocks and automobile accessories.
The Fairbanks Co. Boston & Other Major Cities. Catalogue & Price

List No. 416, 1906. 5 5/8" x 7 1/4", 1395 pp., hardcover. Illustrates,
prices & describes thousands of tools, machinery & equipment for
railroads, steamships, foundries, machine shops, factories, mills, mines,
contractors, linemen, firefighters, loggers, steam fitters, plumbers,
tinsmiths and woodworkers. 54 pages of Fairbanks scales.
Goodnow & Wightman Tools. 176 Washington St.,Boston. 1884.

5 5/8" x 8 5/8", 96 pp., soft-cover. Illustrate, prices and describes tools
of all sorts including Darling, Brown & Sharpe machinists tools, Davis
levels, hand drills, lathe chucks, vises, wrenches, drafting instruments,
carving chisels, foot-operated machinery, hand saws, planes, braces,
etc. Includes 5 colored inserts with new tools added.
Goodnow & Wightman, Boston, Mass. (tools) Catalogue, 1888.

5 5/8" x 8 5/8", 96 pp., soft-cover with extra 12-page insert.

Hammacher, Schlemmer & Co. New York: Tools/or Piano Tuners,
Regulators, &Repairers. Catalogue No.539, c.1915. 4¾"x6¾",96 pp.,

soft-cover. Scores of nice sharp steel engravings of all sorts of tools
including tuning hammers, Erlandsen's bow drill, pads for a bow drill,
tuning pin extractors, regulators, screwdriver sets, Yankee tools, the
Coolidge brace wrench, pocket oilers, music wire gauges, tuner's kits,
organ builder's brace screwdriver set, violin-maker's planes & clamps.
Hammacher Schlemmer & Co., N.Y.C. Tools, Hardware & Supplies
Catalogue No, . 565, c. 1918.
6" x 9", 317 pp., soft-cover.
Illustrates, prices & describes hundreds of tools for woodworkers,
machinists, blacksmiths, etc. Includes nice tool benches, cabinets &

chests equipped with tools. Also foot-operated machinery.
Hammacher, Schlemmer & Co. New York. Tools for the Home
Workshop Catalogue No. 615, c. 1929. 5" x 7", 96 pp, soft-cover.

Illustrates, prices and describes workbenches, tool cabinets, axes,
hammers, saws, Stanley planes, chisels, braces, etc. Multi-colored
cover illustrates a gnome pushing a plane at a workbench.

Arthur C. Harvey Co. Boston, Mass. Stock List & Catalogue B, 1927.
4 1/2" x 9 5/8", 104 pp., soft-cover. Illustrates, prices and describes all
sorts of formed steel sheets, conductor pipe & fasteners, stove pipe
dampers & fittings, tinners hardware, sheet metal tools & equipment,
beading machines, squaring shears, blacksmiths hammers, tongs, etc.
Hill, Clarke & Co., Oliver St., Boston, Mass. Machine Tools &
Machine Shop Supplies, 1888. 5 3/8" x 7 7/8", 419 pp, hardcover.
Exceptional engravings of lathes, planes, shapers, milling machines,
drills, grinders, and accessories of all sorts. Some mfrs. are Prentice
Bros., Flather, Blaisdell, Gleason, Whitcomb, Jones & Lamson.
The Charles Lewis Co. Springfield, Mass., c. 1898. 6" x 9"L, 360 pp.,
soft-cover. Exceptional catalogue illustrates prices & describes wagon
& sleigh parts & accessories, blacksmith tools, & equipment, farrier,
woodworking & machinists tools of all kinds. Some buggies & sleighs.
Maddock, & Co. Philadelphia. Tools & Supplies Catalogue No. 47,
1925. Tools & supplies for manufacturers, machine shops, iron works,
shipyards, engine and boiler rooms, machinists and meehanics. Some
Stanley tools.
A .S. Morse & Co. Commercial St., Boston. Marine Hardware, c.
1905. 4" x 6", 440 pp., Anchors, steering wheels, boat and ship hardware of all sorts, sailmaker's equipment, caulking tools, coopers' tools,
navigation and lighting equipment, stoves, pumps, planes, saws, etc.
Montgomery & Co., 105 Fulton St., N.Y.C. Good Tools Catalog No.
27, c. 1907. 4 1/4" x 6 1/2", 272 pp., soft~over. Illustrates, prices and
describes steam gauges, boilers & engines, blacksmith and machinist
tools, Stanley tools and slaters' tools. Special page featuring the
Campbell Tool for rules. (a N.J.-made tool)
Providence Tool Co. Providence, R.l. Price List ofHardware, Ship-Chandlery, etc., 1879. 6 1/4" x 9 5/8", 282 pp., hardcover. 8-page
discount sheet inserted. Large illustration of ships hardware, threshing
machine teeth, sailmakers equipment, anchors, harpoons, caulking
tools, row-locks, block & tackle, blacksmiths tools, hammers, axes,
circular saws, pit saws, shovels, also sewing machines, and a rifle mfrd.
by Providence Tool Co. (no planes.)

George Roberts & Bros. New York. Engineering Supplies for Hotels,
Factories, Railroads & Apartment Houses., c. 1920. 7" x 10", 5 l 7 pp.,
hardcover. Illustrates, prices & describes electrical supplies, fancy hardware, telephones, piping & valves, steam boiler & engines & accessories, blacksmith & machinist tools, woodworking tools (no planes).
Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co. New Britain, CT. General Hardware
Catalog, Vol. 3, 1875. 6 1/2" x 10", 1013 pp., hardcover. Illustrates,
prices and describes hardware, hand saws, levels, rules and early
machinist tools. Of particular interest, it contains the only known
advertisement for the rare ornate 1872 Millers patent plane, Dean's
patent and others. Exceptional catalog.
J. Russell & Co. 23 Dwight St., Holyoke, Mass. Tools & Supplies, c.
1890. 7 1/2" x 10 5/8", 256 pp., hardcover. Exceptional large clear
steel engravings of hand saws, chisels, blacksmith supplies, machinists
tools, etc. Outstanding display of Stratton Brothers and Davis levels
and Stevens machinist tools, etc. Unfortunately the first 34 pages of
this copy are missing. Probably with the planes, etc. (Keep a look-out
for a copy of this!)
HM Sanders Co. Boston, Mass. Hardware Cat. No. 50, c. 1950.
. 8 3/4" x 11 1/4", 324 pp., hardcover. Illustrates, prices & describes
residential hardware & locks, light fixtures, heavy hardware,
woodworking, machinists & mechanics tools, power tools, machines,
paint supplies, etc., etc. Firm used interesting tool logo for hardware.

JB. Shannon & Sons. 1020 Market St. Phi/a. Cat. No. 2. Apr. 1891.
6" x 9 1/8", 160 pp., soft-cover. Illustrates, prices & describes all sorts
of tools including saws, axes, hammers, wood planes, iron planes,
chisels, braces, wrenches, rules, levels, blacksmith tools. Also
household equipment such as the Starrett Food Chopper, Enterprise
Cherry Stoners, coffee mills, clothes wringers, (including Selden
Bailey's),jackknives and several pages of heavy tools & equipment.
Simmons Hardware Co. St. Louis, MO. Tools, Light Machinery and
Supplies, 1887. 9 1/2" x 12 1/2", 450 pp., hard cover. Illustrates,
prices and describes every imaginable tool and type of hardware
available at the time. Exceptional section with large clear illustrations
of scores of hand and foot-operated machinery by Barnes and others.
Supplee Hardware Co. Philadelphia. Hardware, 1902. 10" x 12½",
1055 pp., hardcover. Nearly 3" thick. Illustrates, prices and describes
axes, hatchets, chisels, handsaws, measuring devices, wood and iron
planes, blacksmith and tinsmith equipment, residential hardware and
locks, kitchen equipment, lawn mowers, agricultural tools, guns,jackknives, shoe repair lasts, guns and ammunition, etc. "One of the best!"
The Van Camp Hardware & Iron Co. Indianapolis, IND. General
Catalog, 1892. 8½" x 12", 400 pp., hardcover. Illustrates, prices and
describes thousands of tools of all sorts. Planes, rules, levels, machinists
and blacksmiths tools, machinery, etc. Exceptional page layout.
JM Wamm&Co. Troy, N.Y. Catalog No. JO, c. 1920. 9" x 12" x3"
thick, 1352 pp., hardcover. Exceptional catalog with thousands oflarge
clear illustrations ofjust about every hand tool available at the time. Included are axes, saws, braces, Stanley tools, Starrett tools, blacksmiths
tools, agricultural tools, hardware, guns, sports equipment, pocket
knives, housewares, special 20-pg section on tinners tools & machines.
The Wellman Products Co. Tool Catalogue No. T-18. Cleveland,
Ohio, c.1938. 7"xl0", 65 pp., soft-cover. Illustrates, prices & describes
all sorts of tools for the patternmaker including chisels, turning tools,
carving tools, mallets, many Stanley planes, others including the Bayley
core box, aluminum interchangeable sole planes mfrd. by Phelps of
Oakland, CA, spoke shaves, calipers, shrink rules, moulder's tools, etc.
Wilcox, Crillenden & Co. Middleton, CT. Dependable Marine
Hardware Catalog No. 1930. 1927. 5¼" x 7¼", 191 pp., soft-cover.
Illustrates, prices & describes hundreds of different items for the small
pleasure craft to the largest steamer. Includes steering wheels, water
closets, port lights, ships bells, whistles, anchors, caulking tools, deck
scrapers, etc. Includes several pages of useful information for seamen
including steering, use of compass, rules at sea, mooring, flags, rope.
A.J. Wilkinson & Co. Boston. Hardware & Tools Catalog, c. 1867.
6" x 9", 150+ pp., soft-cover. Illustrates, prices and describes hundreds
of early tools. Of particular interest are the Boston-Bailey planes,
scrapers, spokeshaves, etc. Also many interesting wrenches of the
period. (One of the best.)
AJ. Wilkinson & Co. Boston. Machinist Tools & Supplies Catalogue.
August 1879. 6" x 9 1/4", 112 pp., soft-cover. Illustrates, prices &
describes hundreds of tools including forges, Darling, Brown & Sharpe
machinist tools, Davis levels, wrenches, tap & die sets, ratchet drills,
lathe chucks, foot-operated lathes, metal planers, etc.
A.J. Wilkinson & Co. Boston. Hardware Mfr. Supplies & ToolsAutomobileSundries& Tools, Machinery, c. 1920. 7 1/2" x 10 3/8",
203 pp., soft-cover. Illustrates, prices and describes early automobile
equipment & tools of all sorts. Also Bernard pliers, adj. wrenches &
socket sets, the A.J.W. Co. breast drill, J.M. Carpenter tap & die sets,
Arbor presses, Parker vises, Star screw~utting lathes, Perfect Handle
screwdrivers, etc. The typical fine detail of Wilkinson catalogs.

April 8 CRAFTS Tool Auction Prices Realized
If you did not attend the auction and want a copy of the Catalog, send $1 and a #10 SASE to Helen Whelan, 38 Colony Court, Murry Hill, NJ 07974.
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15.00
30.00
40.00
15.00
25.00
40.00
25.00
25.00
20.00
40.00
35.00
20.00
230.00
30.00
10.00
40.00
45.00
45.00
15.00
15.00
20.00
80.00
150.00
650.00
75.00
100.00
100.00
35.00
55.00
60.00
95.00
20.00
50.00
60.00
60.00
25.00
30.00
65.00
100.00
90.00

69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91 .

92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111 .
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121 .
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131 .
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.

40.00
50.00
25.00
40.00
35.00
275.00
150.00
125.00
150.00
75.00
200.00
175.00
30.00
25.00
35.00
125.00
40.00
55.00
95.00
10.00
175.00
75.00
25.00
165.00
45.00
60.00
75.00
35.00
75.00
30.00
7.50
40.00
85.00
95.00
100.00
35.00
50.00
35.00
50.00
20.00
75.00
65.00
65.00
40.00
250.00
225.00
35.00
40.00
65.00
85.00
40.00
60.00
85.00
60.00
65.00
95.00
95.00
25.00
20.00
125.00
55.00
50.00
45.00
25.00
55.00
25.00
75.00
70.00

137.
138.
139.
140.
141 .
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171 .
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181 .
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191 .
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201 .
202.
203.
204.

25.00
25.00
45.00
65.00
50.00
15.00
25.00
35.00
45.00
15.00
35.00
40.00
25.00
45.00
35.00
30.00
95.00
35.00
25.00
35.00
150.00
30.00
30.00
55.00
60.00
85.00
70.00
45.00
90.00
45.00
40.00
40.00
125.00
185.00
125.00
75.00
75.00
55.00
150.00
325.00
125.00
375.00
225.00
375.00
45.00
95.00
40.00
105.00
125.00
45.00
220.00
45.00
45.00
95.00
20.00
20.00
55.00
45.00
95.00
55.00
75.00
55.00
25.00
650.00
350.00
125.00
250.00
350.00

205.

95.00

206. 525.00
207.
208.
209.
210.
211 .
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.
221 .
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.
230.
231.
232.
233.
234.
235.
236.
237.

238.
239.
240.
241.
242.
243.
244.
245.
246.
247.
248.
249.
250.
251.
252.
253.
254.
255.
256.
257.

258.
259.
260.
261.
262.
263.
264.
265.
266.
267.
268.
269.
270.
271 .
272.

300.00
200.00
95.00
700.00
225.00
150.00
95.00
300.00
115.00
75.00
175.00
125.00
105.00
300.00
90.00
200.00
125.00
105.00
105.00
250.00
325.00
235.00
450.00
75.00
100.00
200.00
115.00
65.00
225.00
200.00
55.00
175.00
100.00
65.00
400.00
300.00
175.00
200.00
75.00
150.00
125.00
120.00
200.00
125.00
75.00
325.00
75.00
125.00
30.00
250.00
75.00
35.00
60.00
375.00
200.00
95.00
75.00
45.00
125.00
270.00
275.00
200.00
90.00
100.00
100.00
75.00

273. 50.00
274. 25.00
275. 325.00
276. 400.00
277. 350.00
278. 275.00
279. 325.00
280. 10.00
281 . 40.00
282. 65.00
283. 115.00
284. 105.00
285. 20.00
286. 45.00
287. 55.00
288.
5.00
289. 55.00
290. 55.00
291. 45.00
292. 15.00
293. 65.00
294. 65.00
295. 300.00
296. 175.00
297. 55.00
298. 45.00
299. 145.00
300. 95.00
301. 2900.00
302. 500.00
303. 3000.00
304. 1150.00
305. 500.00
306. 100.00
307. 80.00
308. 30.00
309. 65.00
310. 75.00
311. 225.00
312. 175.00
313. 325.00
314. 20.00
315. 40.00
316. 310,00
317. 45.00
318. 10.00
319. 35.00
320. 55.00
321 . 75.00
322. 60.00
323. 70.00
324. 70.00
325. 145.00
326. 110.00
327. 40.00
328. 35.00
329. 95.00
330. 50.00
331 . 75.00
332. 55.00
333. 75.00
334. 50.00
335. 100.00
336. 30.00
337. 125.00
338. 65.00
339. 145.00
340. 75.00

341 . 35.00
342. 35.00
343. 55.00
344. 65.00
345. 45.00
346. 65.00
347. 30.00
348. 30.00
349. 40.00
350. 160.00
351 . 225.00
352. 175.00
353. 75.00
354. 50.00
355. 175.00
356. 500.00
357. 275.00
358. 400.00
359. 35.00
360. 25.00
361 . 15.00
362. 25.00
363. 85.00
364. 25.00
365. 140.00
366. 145.00
367. 75.00
368. 10.00
369. 25.00
370. 100.00
371 . 125.00
372. 105.00
373. 250.00
374. 20.00
375. 95.00
376. 300.00
377. 150.00
378. 200.00
379. 175.00
380. 45.00
381. 80.00
382. 150.00
383. 100.00
384. 100.00
385. 150.00
386. 305.00
387. 350.00
388. 35.00
389. 35.00
390. 75.00
391 . 125.00
392. 75.00
393. 55.00
394. 55.00
395. 125.00
396. 65.00
397. 45.00
398. 65.00
399. 125.00
400. 150.00
401 . 250.00
402. 145.00
403. 150.00
404. 350.00
405. 300.00
406. 20.00
407. 35.00
408. 95.00

409.
410.
411.
412.
413.
414.
415.
416.
417.
418.
419.
420.
421 .
422.
423.
424.
425.
426.
427.
428.
429.
430.
431 .
432.
433.
434.
435.
436.
437.
438.
439.
440.
441 .
442.
443.
444.
445.
446.
447.
448.
449.
450.
451.
452.
453.
454.
455.
456.
457.
458.
459.
460.
461 .
462.
463.
464.
465.
466.
467.
468.
469.
470.
471 .
472.
473.
474.
475.
476.

75.00
240.00
20.00
10.00
40.00
65.00
15.00
35.00
10.00
80.00
30.00
55.00
55.00
75.00
20.00
95.00
50.00
125.00
25.00
100.00
75.00
55.00
40.00
45.00
20.00
85.00
40.00
10.00
15.00
45.00
60.00
55.00
75.00
165.00
100.00
165.00
20.00
65.00
75.00
65.00
175.00
125.00
55.00
45.00
35.00
75.00
200.00
35.00
55.00
30.00
40.00
55.00
175.00
30.00
15.00
5 .00
50.00
40.00
30.00
75.00
135.00
35.00
65.00
45.00
65.00
10.00
30.00
45.00

477.
478.
479.
480.
481 .
482.
483.
484.
485.
486.
487.
488.
489.
490.
491 .
492.
493.
494.
495.
496.
497.
498.
499.
500.
501 .
502.
503.
504.
505.
506.
507.
508.

509.
510.
511 .
512.
513.
514.
515.
516.
517.
518.
519.
520.
521.
522.
523.
524.
525.
526.
527.
528.
529.

530.
531 .
532.
533.
534.
535.
536.
537.

538.
539.

540.
541 .
542.
543.
544.

90.00
70.00
255.00
175.00
55.00
40.00
30.00
25.00
45.00
60.00
25.00
95.00
10.00
40.00
30.00
85.00
125.00
115.00
35.00
40.00
30.00
30.00
40.00
15.00
30.00
45.00
60.00
45.00
55.00
25.00
45.00
25.00
25.00
45.00
25.00
30.00
55.00
45.00
25.00
55.00
20.00
55.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
45.00
55.00
50.00
25.00
325.00
100.00
75.00
125.00
500.00
35.00
30.00
45.00
45.00
35.00
30.00
30.00
10.00
85.00
10.00
35.00
40.00
75.00
95.00
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545. 45.00
546. 100.00
547. 65.00
548. 95.00
549. 25.00
550. 140.00
551. 60.00
552. 10.00
553. 150.00
554. 425.00
555. 65.00
556. 55.00
557. 30.00
558. 75.00
559. 35.00

560.
561.
562.
563.
564.

565.
566.
567.
568.
569.
570.
571 .
572.
573.
574.

10.00
10.00
10.00
15.00
20.00
45.00
20.00
25.00
30.00
20.00
35.00
20.00
40.00
20.00
45.00

575. 55.00
576. 15.00
5n. 60.00
578. 80.00
579. 35.00
580. 20.00
581 . 10.00
582. 95.00
583. 10.00
584. 20.00
585. 10.00
586. 140.00
587. 30.00
588. 10.00
589. 30.00

590.
591 .
592.
593.
594.
595.
596.
597.
598.
599.
600.
601.
602.
603.
604.

15.00
20.00
40.00
20.00
30.00
30.00
2.00
15.00
45.00
40.00
30.00
45.00
30.00
60.00
15.00

CRAFTS' 1995 Auction by Bob Nelson
No two auctions are ever the same, but auctions by a same organizer have a common personality that distinguishes them from others.
CRAFTS' 1995 move to a new location had no noticeabl~ effect on its
unique personality; it worked out fine - a good time was had by most.
One CRAFTS' difference is that an auctioneer has to do much
less begging for an opening bid than at most other auctions. Rather
than making the auctioneer start at $25 on a tool that is apt to sell for
$200 or more, bidders will start things off in the more reasonable
$50-100 range. Since many of the bidders are the same as at the other
auctions, it's hard to imagine why they behave differently at CRAFTS'
auctions. I like fast-paced auctions and appreciate this difference.
Bany Hurchalla was able to sustain a very respectable pace of nearly
120 lots per hour without breaking a sweat; at his own auctions, he
normally only equals that pace during stretches of low-priced lots.
Another difference relates more to the auction's organization than
its audience. CRAFTS attracts enough tool consignments to permit it
to raise the per lot average price by assembling an unusually high
number oflots with multiple tools in them. These aren't box lots per
se, just groupings of 2 or more tools. Since all of the tools in any such
lot have to be from the same consignor, some of these combinations
are a bit odd; a bidder has to be alert to the fact that one tool he likes
may be hidden in such a group. One group (not as odd as some)
labeled 4 Shrink Rules did include three nondescript rules of that type;
the 4th, however, was an E. Smith extension rule that normally sells
for $100 or more. The lot sold for $55 and I suspect that some
potential bidders may have missed that item in the lot. These lot
groupings are one contributing factor to why CRAFTS' auction prices·
seem a bit harder for me to make much sense of than others.
My usual semi-statistical approach to tool auction articles in the
Tool Shed and elsewhere is taken to attempt to bring some objectivity
to bear on various auction considerations and on tool-price dynamics
in general. Even when my objective results agree with subjective
opinions (which they don't always do), they are a bit more definitive
on the degree of change, difference, etc., involved. However, my
numbers games sometimes produce results that are hard to interpret
on a pmely objective basis; CRAFTS' auction results in general seem
to be in that category. For example, higher than expected prices at
CRAFTS' 1993 auction were not followed by higher prices elsewhere;
1993 tool prices in general dipped a bit below their flat-line levels of
the prior few years. In 1994, CRAFTS' prices returned to more
predictable levels; tool prices at other 1994 auctions then proceeded
to rise at a rate that had prevailed throughout the 1980s. So what
significance can I attach to CRAFTS' 1995 total take of $63,527
(compared with 1994's $51,536 and a new CRAFTS' record), per lot
average of $95.96 (compared with 94's $79. 16 and also a new record),
12
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605.
606.
607.
608.
609.
610.
611 .
612.
613.
614.
615.
616.
617.
618.
619.

45.00
60.00
35.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
15.00
65.00
60.00
25.00
30.00
60.00
40.00
35.00
30.00

620.
621 .
622.
623.
624.
625.
626.
627.
628.
629.

630.
631 .
632.
633.
634.

40.00
30.00
25.00
45.00
95.00
80.00
5.00
25.00
20.00
20.00
35.00
45.00
65.00
40.00
10.00

635.
636.
637.
638.
639.
640.

641.
642.
643.
644.
645.
646.

647.
648.
649.

30.00
55.00
35.00
20.00
20.00
35.00
15.00
15.00
10.00
45.00
20.00
10.00
20.00
25.00
20.00

650.
651.
652.
653.
654.
655.
656.

20.00
10.00
15.00
7.50
35.00
55.00
25.00
3.00
20.00
20.00
10.00
40.00
45.00

657.
658.
659.
660.
661.
662.
Total
$63,527.50 -«(<

and median of$53.85 (compared with 94's $50.20 and not as large an
increase as computed for tool prices in general in 1994)? The fact that
the total and average are improved so much more than the more
statistically significant median is due to a few higher-priced lots selling
for substantially higher individual prices, but the number of such lots
remaining about the same. Since most CRAFTS' bidders are seen at
other auctions, why do they seem to bid differently at CRAFTS?
When applied with a bit of common sense, one very valid
financial philosophy is that "the things that money can buy are worth
more than the money." Tool prices of good tools (scarce, exceptional
condition, quality) continued to rise throughout the period when overall tool prices were flat and that philosophy was part of the reason
why. However, their increases were relatively modest and included
very few of the wildly high bids that were more predictable when tool
prices were pushing upwards across the board. Quite logical when
general financial conditions made the idea of money being needed for
food or such instead of tools seem to be a stronger possibility. So, a
number of such seemingly wild bids at the CRAFTS' auction may be
of more significance than the purely objective figures. Or not.
Five good wooden planes of seemingly equal value were sold: a
Jo Fuller crown molder with 4 ¾" wide blade, followed by a Colton &
Sheneman crown molder, a Wheaton (Phila.) toted cornice, a Richards
(Phila.) toted cornice, and an R. Wright (Phila.) panel raiser. Fuller
planes are not as scarce as the others, but the width of this one gave it
added value; the others are all ofrelatively equal scarcity (2-4 stars).
Their respective prices were: $2900, $500, $3000, $1150, and $500.
A Helb Railroad inclinometer sold for $225 and a W.B. Melick
inclinometer sold for $17 5. Both had minor problems, but both of
those prices were well below the ca. $400 those very scarce levels
normally sell for. How then does one account for a much more
common Davis mantle-clock-style inclinometer that normally sells for
ca. $250 (and seems somewhat overpriced at that) going for $500 a
few lots later? Also in the level field was a boxed Stanley #44 Bit &
Square level selling for $160; boxes always bring fairly large bonuses,
but a bonus of around $125 for this box seems a bit on the wild side.
Final example. Because of the name connection, I've bought a
few British Nelson planes and have even paid a modest (one bid)
bonus for them. Nelson isn't one of the especially desirable British
names that any American collector not named Nelson would be
expected to go very high for. A Nelson plane CRAFTS had was a
quite scarce 4-iron version which did add to its appeal, but I still
thought I could easily get it for $150 and wasn't too sure I wanted to
go that high. It sold for $500 (not to me).
In summary, the 95 auction was a very interesting one and raised
the high standards CRAFTS has always maintained to a new level. I
just do wish they produced numbers that I could make more sense of.

Tools and Family- Perfect Together
by Gene Fox

Toted Cornice Planes in CRAFTS Auction
Wheaton (top) and Richards (bottom)

A tool purchased shortly after I began collecting has become a
focal point in my collection and in my family history. So much so
that my cousin, Ruth Gustafson, and I are asking fellow CRAFTS
members for help strengthening the bond between my tools and our
family history. The "old" old tool in question bore an owner's stamp
that seemed incidental at the time of its purchase: F. WIKANDER.
Even a letter from my cousin mentioning her mother's maiden
name - Wikander - didn't seem important until serendipity rang an
alarm in my brain. Franz Emil Wikander was my cousin and, I
believe, the F. Wikander whose name appears on my tool. Frank, as
he was called in America, was a woodworker, housebuilder, and
joiner in Jersey City and Cranford early in this century.
Frank and his six brothers were all artisans. Some worked on
the railroad and others were woodworkers, as Frank was. All would
have been tool buyers and users, and we would like to learn more
about them, the projects they worked on, and their tools.
Pictures of or descriptions of any other Wikander tools or any
information about the family would be gratefully accepted. If you can
help us please contact Gene Fox at 908 277-6922 or at 275 Kent
Place Boulevard, Summit, NJ 0790 l.

Annual April Auction Report
Israel White 2-iron Cornice Plane
in CRAFTS Auction

Our 1995 auction was held at a new location, the Flemington
Elks Lodge, and fittingly established a club auction record of
$63,500 gross. Thank you consignors, especially Bob Zarich,
who consigned a strong list of sparklers from his outstanding
collection ofN. Y., Penn., and N.J. tools. The Friday night setup crew did a great job as evidenced by the fact that we
completed setting up earlier than we have in years. Thank you
Bill Frey, Ken Hopfel, Ken Vliet, Chuck Morgan, Joe Galuso,
Walt Karsten, Steve Orbine, Steve Zluky, Stu Shippey, Bob
Fridlington, Herb Kean, Ed Nowicki, Leon Kashishian, and Jack
Whelan.
The sale went smoothly and at a quick pace called by auctioneer
Barry Hurchalla. Strong prices were reached for those pieces
that would enhance any collection. Ed Modugno did a great job
managing the lots and the runners, stepping up to the job that
Greg Welsh normally does. Greg did make it to the sale, and it
was great to see him walking around after all he has been
through. Our runners did their best to keep up with Barry and
deserve my thanks as well; hats off to Paul Murphy, Ken Hopfel,
Leon Kashishian (who also spelled me as tally keeper), Jack
Kesterton, Joe Wadas, Jim Bigham, Stu Shippey, Rick Anger,
Joe Jorgensen, and Jim Byrne. Without all of you this enjoyable
fundraiser would not be possible. Thank you one and all.
Joe Hauck
Auction Manager

Cobbler's shoe stand held by Joe Hauck
at CRAFTS Auction
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W. Tate Mifflinburg
by Bud Brown
Recently Bill Phillips of Stines Corner, PA showed me three
early-appearing planes that he had bought at a nearby auction. They
are a pair of plank match planes and a¼" side bead plane 9 °/1," long.
The maker's mark on the planes is reproduced above. William Tate
ofMifflinburg, Pennsylvania is a previously-unreported planemaker.
William Tate lived and worked in Mifllinburg, formerly named
Youngmanstown. The village was settled around 17 30 and is noted
for its substantial buildings with nicely-styled, architectural details.
It prospered from the success of local farmers, its markets, and its
proximity to the West Branch of the Susquehanna River at nearby
Lewisburg, the county seat. (Lewisburg is on Route 15 about
one-third of the way between Williamsport and Harrisburg.) A
number of mills were built on the streams that course thru White
Deer, Buffalo, and Dry Valley, spurs of the Appalachian Mountains.
The area has the three elements necessary for finding well- made
tools of all types: antiquity, wealth, and population density. The area
is well known for its gunsmiths and blacksmiths. For example,
Lewisburg was the home of William Mann & Company, axemakers.
William Tate's father, David, appears in America's first census
in 1790, listed as having five white minor males living in his
household. No indication of William Tate's occupation was found.
William Tate first appears in the tax records of Northumberland Co.
in 1803. It's possible that he had reached his maturity and that he
was born about twenty years earlier. Union Co. had not yet been
spun off from the western part of Northumberland Co., one of PA's
five original counties. William Tate was taxed in 1803 for two lots
and three horses. In 1806 the tax records show Tate as a joiner,
owning a house and three cows. In 1814 the tax records indicate that
Tate had added a carpenter's shop to his property. We last find him
in the tax records in 1822 although we know that he lived until 1833.

~~~~
We found his Will, Estate Inventory, and a copy of the Venue,
or auction of his possessions. It's always exciting to find the trade,
joiner, after the name of a man you suspect, and hope, will turn out
to be a planemaker. That excitement is pretty mild compared to finding an estate inventory. We're sharing that excitement with you by
including a copy of William Tate's estate inventory [Too/Shed
insert]. We believe the typed translations are fairly accurate. Note
the variety of planes in the inventory, including five cornice planes.
The inventory shows a fairly large stock of work in progress, and
tools that appear consistent with what we would expect of a
planemaker. Where did he learn planemaking? When did he start
making planes? Did he die suddenly? More to follow.

ea,
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The W. Tate plank match planes

Hardware Trade Catalogs continued
Wm. P. Walter's Sons Catalog. Woodworkers Tools, Phi/a.,
1888. 6 3/4" x 10 3/8", 201 pp., soft-cover. Illustrates, prices
& describes nearly every tool used by woodworkers at this
date. Manufacturers represented are Disston, Bailey-Victor,
Stanley, Chaplin, Siegley, Kinney and Davis. Includes hand
saws, pit saws, wooden planes, iron planes, chisels, braces,
hollow augers, unique squares and bevels, rules and levels.
Special section on foot-operated machinery. (Reprint by
Roger K. Smith, 1981. Still available, send for list.)
The John Wilkinson Co., 77 State St., Chicago, Ill. Catalog
No. 88. Tools & Machines for Metal & Woodworkers, c.
1888. 11" x 15", 37 pp., soft-cover. Illustrates, prices and
describes scores of foot-operated machines including Barnes,
Holly, Goodell, Rival, Demas and the unique "Fleetwood"
Scroll Saw. Also cabinet hardware, "Victor" planes, braces,
bits, rules, Davis levels, blacksmith forges, etc. 5 pages with
scores of unique designs for scrollsaw work. (No date, no pub.
but known to be reprinted by William Cavallini, c. 1975.)
Roger Smith is a lifelong resident of Massachusetts.
He has a master's degree and taught industrial arts for
a number of years. Now he is a full-time researcher,
author, publisher, speaker, collector and dealer in
early American tools and catalogs. His masterpieces
are the two volumes, Patented Transitional i Metallic
Planes in America, 1827-1927, which present
information developed over 30 years of collecting,
dealing and researching. He's active in EAIA and
M-WTCA and is a member of CRAFTS and other tool
groups.
Ed.

Part of Bud Brown's W. Tate Mifflinburg
page 14 of The Too/Shed, No. 87, June 1995, published by CRAFTS of New Jersey.
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This Estate Inventory of the possessions of William Tate ofMiffiinburg concludes with 15 household items
and a cow and calf The most valuable items being 3 beds and bedding at 20 dollars, the cow and calf at 13
dollars, a stove and pipe at 12 dollars and a clock and case at 10 dollars. The total appraised value was 134
dollars and 43 3/4 cents. The appraisal was taken the 6th day of January AD 1834 by Henry Orwig and John
Hutchison and was attested to by James Madden, Justice of the Peace for Union County Pennsylvania.
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The Florida Caper
Last February I went to Florida to see a lifelong friend who
was quite ill. I realized that I had to do something to keep my
mind off a rather sorrowful situation. So I decided to walk the
beaches at night and hit the flea markets and antique shops in the
morning, both times when my friend would be asleep. I didn't
expect much in the way of tools from the area, but it was the
"hunt" that would help shunt me from the problem.
It was 40 miles from the Florida airport to where I was going
and I decided to take Route 1 rather than the Interstate. I have
nostalgic memories of Route 1. As a boy I hitchhiked from my
home in New Jersey to Canada, and at a later time to Key West.
Both times I used Route 1. They were great adventures, and I
have always felt a kinship toward this road. Besides, it holds
more antique shops and flea markets per mile than most other
roads.
Arriving in Florida directly from a New Jersey snowstorm
tends to brighten one's spirits. It was the equivalent of a
gorgeous spring day back home, and I started to shake off the
gloom associated with the trip. I was only a few miles from the
airport when I hit my first "junk shop". It was deliciously awful,
like the places I used to go to before Doris convinced me that
better tools were usually in better shops. However, I couldn't
resist going in. What the heck, Doris was over a thousand miles
away!
I was surprised at what I found. There actually were tools
there, and some of them were useable. Only one was collectible,
but the price reflected that fact. I picked up the lone goody and
mused over it a while. With my Jersey accent, rental-car plates,
and expensive shoes, I wasn't in a good negotiating position, but
the proprietor made me an offer I couldn't refuse. He also gave
me a good lay-of-the- land for shops that might yield tools.
I followed his instructions to the next shop. Although it was
much farther than, 'Jist down the road a bit", I found it. Not
much was there, but I didn't despair. Two shops later, my trip to
Florida was almost paid for! I couldn't believe it. I didn't stop to
analyze the situation; I just grabbed and ran. Some things were
priced so high that they took my breath away. Others were dirt
cheap. Because my plan was to take only things that would fit
easily into my suitcase, I left a few good bargains. Even so, the
suitcase was getting filled to the brim, and I knew I would have
to borrow another.
After arriving at my friend's house, we needed something to
do that didn't take much effort. Because of his previous activity
in the flea markets in the area, he became interested in my tool
buys. He asked me to lay the stuff on the floor so he could
vicariously participate in the purchases. I detected a sadness in

his voice when he told me about the early morning flea markets,
as he knew he couldn't go. He hadn't been out of the house in
over a month, and his wife told me that he could never make it
down the front steps.
I went alone to the markets the next morning. They proved
similar to the shops, mostly tourist prices, but many mistakes. I
could understand the mistakes as, "a little knowledge is a
dangerous thing", but I couldn't figure out where all these tools
were coming from. Finally I asked. This was the answer: It was
a retirement area and the recession had seriously hurt the retirees.
So, many collections from the "old days" were sold to help bridge
the problem.
Both the dealers and the retired closet collectors were aware
of the increase in tool prices since the old days, but they did not
have enough current experience to price properly. I envied the
knowledgeable collectors in the area as I knew they must have
gotten some pretty good bargains.
However, guilt started to swell up in my psyche. I felt that
some of these guys needed the money. But I knew someone who
needed it more, so I decided to use the profits to help my friend.
A new vibrance took over, and I now pursued the hunt with a
vengeance. I returned home for breakfast each morning with
boxes of stuff. The excitement that my friend displayed over my
finds was more theraputic than the myriad of drugs that he had to
take every few hours. He decided that he was going to try the
stairs, and with our help he might make it to the car. HE DID!
We rode around the shoreline for awhile and returned home. A
fatigued but rejuvenated person flopped into his bed that night.
He had more hope than he had for the past months. In the next
few days he was up and around good enough to go to a restaurant!
The story should end here, but I have to relate an incident at
the airport. I decided to take one of the more valuable tool
suitcases as a carry-on. I knew it might cause some trouble
through the "X-ray" machine, but I wanted to see how effective
that operation was. They picked it up all right, and with a gasp
the operator called her supervisor. He tried to keep from
frightening everyone, but he must have been new and was unable
to hide his concern.
I tried to explain what those
ominous-looking things on the screen were, but to no avail.
Another security guard (this one with sidearm) was quickly
called, and he directed me to, "Open up." I noticed everyone
slowly moving away as I opened the case to remove the tools.
The first piece I grabbed was a Bedrock 603 . The guard knew it
was a plane and relaxed, but every single piece still had to be
layed out on a table in plain view. People in a hurry flew by, but
those who had time gathered around to browse. The guard started
to ask questions, not concerning security, but to satisfy his
curiousity about the tools. Never let it be said that I would fail to
put on a tool demonstration, no matter where! There was quite a
crowd, maybe only a minute or two for each, but there was still a
lot of interest.
All-in-all the Florida trip was highly successful. I like to
think that most of the success was due to antique tools.
Herb Kean
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fbJ Letters Received
March 28, 1995
I read Herb Kean's article, entitled "A Serious Note" in ... [Kean
Kuttins, The Too/Shed, Number 86, April 1995, page 11] ... with great
interest. Since I no longer have a financial interest in Brown Auction
Services, I have no business reason to concern myself with buyers'
premiums or auction commissions.
I was particularly interested in the comments about the I 0%
buyer's premium and the probability that it would bring out more
collections since the owners of collections would pay less to dispose of
them. At Brown Auction Services, we never got a collection on the
basis of commission alone. rm fairly certain that the substantial,
professional tool auctioneers can make the same claim.
It's wrong to assume that someone is going to dispose of a
collection because they are going to be charged a lower than usual
commis&on. To quote Herb, "to this end we must make it inviting for
those retirees, widows, disenchanted collectors and the like to sell their
collections in a less painful manner." I can tell you this from our
experience; collections come out when thery are ready to come out!
Further, it's wrong to assume that the top tool auctioneers charge 20%
all the time and that concessions are not made when great tools might
be available.
The buyer's premium is coming, but it's just another way to "buy"
business. Not everyone is interested in price alone. Service does count
for most of us. In the long run, you get what you pay for!
Sincerely, Bud Brown (Brown Appraisal Services, Temple, PA)
April I, 1995
As a previous auctioneer for Bates and Brown, and having done
business with Bud and his company in the past, I can attest to the fine
service that Bud offers. rm sure that no one ever gives Bud or any
other reputable auction house their collection on price alone. I am also
aware that concessions are made when great pieces might be available,
but these concessions never come close to a difference of I 0% on the
entire collection.
I still wonder what will happen when another respected U.S.
auction house unlevels the playing field and offers their good service
AND 100/o less consignor charge by enacting Buyer's Premium? I guess
we will just have to wait and see.
Sincerely, Herb Kean
Morristown, New Jersey
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[letter from Frank Kingsbury to Mary Alice, from courtship days
50+ years ago; they celebrated their 50th anniv. Sept. 4, 1994]:

My LOVELL-y lady, with your TRIMO figure! I am EVERREADY to become your spouse. You are the KEYSTONE of my life.
I've had enough of BAXIBR - oops, bachelor days. Don't send me a
JOHN DEERE letter (that would be a KEEN KUTIER), but QUICKSET the date, like LIGHINING. Don't wait for the CRESCENT moon.
We will PLANET together. ATLAS-t you will be my bride. Please
don't MONKEY with me. A WIZARD like me knows that there is only
one GEM like you on this PLANET - you are the WRIGHT one for me,
be-COES God made thee mine. I am RIDGID with anticipation.
Later, ALLIGATOR
Frank

CRAFTS members only may have a free 5 line (40 word) ad that is
primarily related to the exchange of tools or information. Each
additional line (over 5) is $1. Send to: Stuart Shippey, 251 Hillside
Ave., Chatham NJ 07928-1732 (FAX 201 301-9781). All ads
accepted on a space permitting basis. Please print/type.

WANTED
Information/ author(s) for a Too/Shed article on trade & tools of the
PATTERNMAKER and how these have changed over the years.
w 201-444-9440. lbi Hank Allen, 524 Harristown Rd., Glen Rock, NJ 07452.

Summer Auctions
July 15 (Hillsboro, New Hampshire)
Your Country Auctioneer's annual Flea Market and Antique Tool Auction.
s Call Lee Murray for details (603) 456-3705.
Also, see Martin Donnelly's article in the November 1994 Too/Shed.

July 28 (England)
Tony Murland's International Auction.
s Call Peter Habicht (413) 229-TT 45 for catalog or information.

Notice
Mickey Holmes has moved to 217 High Street, Womelsdorf, PA 19567.
s Phone (610) 589-2229.
The Brown Auction and Dealer Show will be at the Harrisburg, PA Sheraton
Inn-East on November 10-11.

